
Reviewers Guide



Eve Flare - Portable Smart LED Lamp

Use Eve Flare to set the perfect ambience with 
a quick tap or Siri voice command. Enjoy 6 hours 
of untethered illumination, wireless charging, 
plus IP65 water resistance.

Explore ready-made hues or fine tune your own 
to indulge in the aura of any color you wish, 
anywhere you want.

Eve Flare uses the power of HomeKit by 
connecting directly to your iPhone or iPad using 
Bluetooth low energy technology. Which 
ensures a simple setup and eliminates the need 
for a bridge.



Eve Flare - Highlights

4. Portable
You can take Eve Flare outside, even beyond 
the range of your Home Hub. It doesn’t require 
a bridge or Wi-Fi connection, it is battery 
powered and weather proof, and it connects 
to your iPhone via Bluetooth. So, you can even 
take it on camping trips.

3. Colorful
Just like Apple’s Home, the Eve app features 
an elegant set of controls for colors and 
brightness. Creating your own colors and 
storing them as favorites is simple too.

6. Robust
The durable casing with IP65 water resistance 
protects Eve Flare against rain so you can use it 
in the garden all year long. Charging base and 
power supply should be kept indoors, though.

2. Wireless
Enjoy 6 hours of untethered illumination, fully 
wireless. When placed it on its powered base 
Eve Flare will charge – or run continuously – 
without a cable plugged in.

5. Automatic
Just like any HomeKit enabled light Eve Flare 
can be remote controlled or activated through 
an automation. Set a scene that is triggered by 
a timer, by motion detection when someone 
enters a room, or by a door contact sensor.

1. Flexible 
Control Eve Flare via iPhone, iPad, Apple Watch, 
and Siri. Use the onboard buttons to manually 
switch it on or off and to cycle through the set 
of preinstalled colors.



Eve Flare - Hardware

Spherical shade with 
harmonious brightness 
distribution

Built-in power supply for 
6 hours of illumination

Onboard buttons for 
manual control

IP65 water resistance

Wireless charging 
connection; 
Handle for easy 
carrying

Built-in 90 lm LED



~6h

Eve Flare - Setup

1. Push the POWER button to switch on or 
 off. Push the MODE button to cycle 

 through colors. (Top)

4.  A full charge takes approximately 6 hours 
 and will deliver 6 hours of illumination. 

 (Bottom right)

2. Use the supplied power adapter to 
 connect the charging station to a 

 power outlet. (Bottom left)

3. Place Eve Flare on the charging station. 
 A dim red glow from inside the sphere 

 indicates charging is in progress. 
 Note: It is normal and safe for Eve Flare 
 to shine brighter when used while 
 charging. (Bottom center)

POWER MODE



Apple Home...
... switches on/off, determines the brightness

... offers standard colors and your own favorites

... indicates the state of charge

Eve...
... switches on/off, determines the brightness

... offers comfortable ways to create up to 12 favorites from color- or

    white tones and select from pre-installed colors

Use Eve Flare with Eve and Apple Home



Eve Flare and HomeKit automation

Both the Eve app and the Apple Home app can create automations for 
and with Eve Flare. In our example, a scene should be executed that 
sets Eve Flare to 100 percent brightness and the color red. The scene 
can be created in both apps. In the example image in the upper left 
with the Apple Home app, the scene is activated on weekends after 
sunset when the user is at home. In the screenshots for Eve, the 

automation triggers when the user arrives at home and the time is after 
sunset (condition). In addition to such a time condition, further conditions 
can be defined. Switching Eve Flare on or off, a color change or changing 
its brightness can be a trigger as well. An example of sensor-based 
automation from Eve Flare can be found here: 
https://blog.evehome.com/automation-for-air-quality/

https://blog.evehome.com/automation-for-air-quality/


Eve Flare - FAQ

How long does it take to charge 
Eve Flare? 
Using the supplied power adapter and the 

charging station, the process takes  

approximately 6 hours. Fully charged, the 

built-in battery delivers 6 hours of illumination.

Will Eve Flare still work when used outside 
my iPhone’s or Home Hub’s range? 
Eve Flare works great wherever you are. It 

features physical buttons to manually switch 

it on or off and to cycle through the set of 

preinstalled colors.

Can I use Eve Flare to pretend someone 
is home?
HomeKit enables you to automate your lamps 

so they turn on even when you’re away. Use 

Eve or Home to create timer combinations that 

turn Eve Flare on and off at certain times. In 

Home, you can even create a single timer that 

handles both activating and deactivating Eve 

Flare after a set duration.

Is there a way to use Eve Flare with 
Android?
Eve Flare is a HomeKit accessory and will only 

connect to iOS devices. It does not support any 

Android based apps or services. 

Can I use Eve Button to control 
Eve Flare?
Controlling Eve Flare from Eve Button is easy. 

Create Scenes for Eve Flare and assign them 

to Eve Button’s actions (single press, double 

press, long press). Note that Automations in 

HomeKit always require a Home Hub.

Is there a way to integrate Eve Flare and 
Hue lamps and match their colors?
Use the color Favorites in Eve to keep colors 

synced across multiple types of lamps. Just 

pick the same Favorite for Eve Flare and your 

Hue product. Even if they’re not 100% identical, 

the colors will be very similar.



For further questions please contact
EU: Lars Felber, publicrelations@evehome.com


